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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The land exhibits many fine stands of indigenous River Red Gums and the
proposed community planning fully respects the important landscape and
heritage characteristics of the site.
AVJennings aims to achieve a high quality and sustainable community and
new development will respect the landscape and built environment in this
prominent area of Epping North.
The Development Plan supports the directions of the Epping North Local
Structure Plan (ENLSP) and responds to the requirements of DPO12 in the
Whittlesea Planning Scheme.
AVJennings will work with Whittlesea Council through the review
and approval of the Development Plan and the subsequent staged
implementation of this major development project to achieve an optimal
planning and design outcome.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

1

Overview
The Lyndarum Development Plan is prepared for the AVJennings land
holding known as “Lyndarum Estate” 75 Epping Rd and 100 O’Herns
Road, Epping North. The Development Plan facilitates the development of
land located on the west side of Epping Road, Epping North, bordered by
the Epping North Soccer stadium to the north and O’Herns Road to the
south. The development forms part of Stage 1 of the Epping North Local
Structure Plan and complements the approved Development Plans for
Harvest Home to the east and Aurora to the west. The development area
comprises approximately 140 hectares (Refer to Figure 1 – Locality plan).
Prior to considering subdivision or development applications for the site, a
Development Plan must be prepared to the requirements of the Whittlesea
Planning Scheme.
This plan has been prepared to satisfy these requirements with
consideration to the site’s physical opportunities and constraints and
to establish a vision for the creation of a high quality neighbourhood
community.

1.2

Development Plan
The primary purpose of this Development Plan is to implement the
requirements of Schedule 12 of the Development Plan Overlay (Clause
43.04) within the Whittlesea Planning Scheme. In doing so, the plan will
demonstrate that development of the area can integrate with the immediate
surrounding area and create a cohesive community. In particular the plan
is required to show the following (in accordance with Schedule 12):
> General consistency with and application of the principles of the
relevant Epping North/Local Structure Plan.
> Co–ordination of different land ownerships.

Figure 1 – Locality Plan

> The local road, pedestrian and bicycle network, including links to
adjoining land and networks and provision for access to proposed
public transport routes.
> Road cross sections.
> Concept design of the proposed subdivision including proposed
landscape treatments.
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> Location and layout of non–residential uses, including neighbourhood
centres and open space.
> Relevant topographical and landscape details, including identification
of significant environmental, cultural and heritage features (especially
rock walls) and measure to preserve and enhance those features.
> Opportunities for a diverse range of allotment sizes and dwelling
types with particular emphasis on areas highlighted within the relevant
Incorporated Plan/Local Structure Plan and the Epping North Strategic
Plan.
> Details of treatment of land adjacent to the core conservation area.
> Individual native tress and an indication of their health as a result of a
report by a qualified environmental consultant.
> Areas for revegetation.
> The location of any detention tanks or other such features in
association with provision of infrastructure to the area.
> A stormwater management plan.
This plan provides an outline of the development for the future
development of this area. It provides a guide to the Responsible Authority
in considering future subdivision and development applications. It does
not seek to specifically design the future subdivision pattern of the
area. The subdivision pattern will be resolved as part of future permit
applications.
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PLANNING FRAMEWORK
2.1

2

Regional Context
The development area is within the City of Whittlesea. The municipality is
located approximately 20km north of Melbourne city and comprises much
of the northern fringe of the metropolitan area.
Refer to Figure 2 – Site Location Plan
The City adjoins the Shire of Nillumbik to the east, the City of Hume to
the west, the Cities of Banyule and Darebin to the south and the Shires of
Murrundindi and Mitchell to the north.
The policies and directions of Council’s Municipal Strategic Statement and
broader directions of Melbourne 2030 recognise Epping North as a growth
corridor of metropolitan Melbourne. The land is contained with the urban
growth boundary and is to facilitate consolidated urban growth, maximising
the use of all resources that the site offers for urban development. The
most critical of these resources is available land for development and the
services that can be provided to it, both physical and social.

Figure 2

Key infrastructure being developed in the area that will impact the site
include the Cooper Street employment precinct, the F 2 freeway to the
west and the proposed Epping North Railway extension as part of the
Aurora Local Structure Plan.
Refer to Figure 3 - Regional Context Plan
2.2

Metropolitan Strategy
The land is located within the Urban Growth Boundary and is accordingly
identified for development in the Metropolitan Strategy. A residential yield
of approximately 15 lots per hectare is planned for the area recognising
various vegetation and other site constraints.

2.3

Epping North Local Structure Plan
The Epping North Local Structure Plan (Refer to Figure 4 – ENLSP)
provides a framework for the levy of developer contributions and sets the
principles for residential development, local employment opportunities,
the provision of major roads and public transport services, recreation and
open space networks, urban design principles and the likely staging of
development for these purposes.
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The Epping North Local Structure Plan builds upon Council’s Epping North
Strategic Plan. These documents have been reviewed in detail and taken
into consideration in the preparation of the Development Plan.
The directions of the Epping North Strategic Plan are broad and developed
further in the preparation of the ENLSP. The overall objectives and key
assumptions of the ENLSP are:
> To implement the vision and framework for Epping North as outlined
within the Epping North Strategic Plan.
> To ensure co–ordinated and integrated development within the LSP
area across the different landholdings which links to future surrounding
residential neighbourhoods.
> To establish the basis for a co–ordinated approach to the provision of
necessary infrastructure including transport, open space, community
services and facilities, and physical services including water and
sewerage.
> To ensure during the transition from rural to urban that the
environmental features of the area are protected and where possible
enhanced.
> To conserve the environmental features of the site (stony knoll
grassland and shrub land areas, River Red Gums and other native
vegetation) and incorporate them as features in the development of the
area.
> To create the foundations for a residential area which is capable of
responding to the needs of residents now and in the future.
> To facilitate the creation of an interesting and diverse urban
environment.
Figure 4 – Epping North Local Structure Plan
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AND HABITAT LINK

> To encourage and provide for a diversity of housing types and
allotment sizes within the area.
> To allow for a pedestrian pathway and bicycle network throughout the
plan area to facilitate pedestrian access to the south, and to link in
with the bicycle network proposed for Epping North.
> To minimise the negative impact of the transmission easement on
residential development by landscaping and site design.
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> To establish a framework for the collection and apportionment of
development contributions for social and physical infrastructure.
2.4

Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS)
The Whittlesea MSS is a thematic strategic document that seeks to provide
both planning direction for use and development, as well as explain the
pressures the City faces in considering further development proposals.
Of the twelve key land use planning objectives, those considered pertinent
to the development area include:
Residential Growth Areas
To plan for a diverse series of residential communities that have a unique
identity and sense of place, cater to all segments of the housing market
and respect and incorporate local environmental and cultural features.
Managing Urban growth
To effectively manage urban growth in a manner that maximises
beneficial relationships between compatible land uses and which avoids
inappropriate incursions into non–urban or environmentally sensitive areas.
Housing Provision
To promote the establishment of increased diversity and quality in housing
provision to meet the needs of existing and future residents of the City of
Whittlesea in a manner which contributes positively to local character and
sense of place.
Transport and Accessibility
To plan for comprehensive (multi–nodal) transportation networks which
increase the level of accessibility and choice in travel mode within and
beyond the City of Whittlesea.
Activity Centres
To define the role and extent of a series of activity centres that establish
a focus for the provision of accessible goods and services, employment
generation, community meeting places and associated land uses.
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Infrastructure Provision
To actively pursue resolution of provision of key strategic items of physical
infrastructure for unserviced growth areas and plan for and identify
means to fund the establishment and maintenance of social and physical
infrastructure to meet the needs of existing and future residents in a timely
and efficient manner.
Heritage and Culture
To increase the level of protection and opportunities for incorporation of
the City’s European and Aboriginal Heritage within the land use planning
and development process.
Environmental Assets
To identify, permanently preserve and promote opportunities for the
enhancement of local environmental assets which are vital to the
maintenance of ecological processes.
Image and Appearance
To progressively upgrade the image and appearance of the City of
Whittlesea focusing on retention of local environmental features, landscape
qualities and urban and landscape design improvements
2.5

Local Planning Policy Framework

2.5.1

Clause 22.01 – Open Space Policy
This policy recognises the importance of open spaces in providing
recreation, conservation, and social interactive functions. While not limited
to, the policy seeks open spaces that:
> Preserve areas of flora/fauna significance, waterways, flood plains.
> Balance the communities needs in local and regional linear open
space linkages
> Provide further balance between local, district and regional open space
> Encourage a diverse range of recreational opportunities for different
age groups.
> Provision of safe and comfortable environments and increasing the
level of passive surveillance through these areas.
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> The provision of open space along waterways with development
fronting not backing on to open space.
> The need to ensure that all areas reserved for open space is on
unencumbered land.
2.5.2

Clause 22.04 Subdivision Design Policy
Clause 22.04 was prepared as a result of Councils concern that
subdivision plans were being prepared without regard to Councils broader
principles of development. In particular Clause 22.04 states that it is
Council policy that:
> Diversity in lot sizes and types is encouraged in all new subdivisions.
> Features of cultural, heritage and natural significance are incorporated
into subdivisions to create character, diversity and interest.
> New subdivisions are integrated with the surrounding environment and
land use.
> Movement networks provide for a high degree of accessibility and
connectivity.
> The City’s natural and cultural features influence subdivision and
streetscape design.
> Subdivision design is responsive to site characteristics and conditions.
–

All new subdivisions that create undeveloped allotments for the
purpose of residential, rural residential, rural living, industrial and
commercial development satisfy the requirements of the ‘Subdivision
Design

> Requirements and Site Analysis Procedures Guidelines’.
2.5.3

Clause 22.10 River Red Gum Policy
This policy requires that the development of urban and rural areas take
into account the presence, retention, enhancement and long term viability
of River Red Gums in urban areas. The policy seeks:
> Generally the majority of River Red Gums proposed for retention to be
sited in public open space reserves or road reserves.
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> Any planning proposal for development on land which contains one
or more remnant River Red Gum tree should be accompanied by a
comprehensive site analysis plan
> Where feasible, areas of significant River Red Gum regeneration should
be protected in any development proposal.
> Trees identified for retention should be appropriately protected during
the construction phase and thereafter their health regularly monitored.
> Any tree nominated on a development plan or plan of subdivision for
protection should be located within an appropriate tree protection
zone.
> Any permit for subdivision that so recognises such trees for protection,
should include a requirement that the protected tree, protection
envelope, development envelope and any conditions related thereto be
nominated on the relevant title.
2.5.4

Clause 22.11 Development Contributions Plan Policy
Clause 22.11 applies to new residential subdivisions in the municipality.
Building upon Councils direction for new communities and economic
investment, the policy ensures the provision of basic infrastructure in a
timely fashion to meet the needs generated by new development.

2.6

Zones
The development area is predominantly zoned Residential 1 which also
consists of two pockets of land zoned Environmental Rural.

2.6.1

Clause 32.01 Residential 1 Zone (R1Z)
The Residential 1 Zone encourages:
> Residential development at a range of densities with a variety of
dwellings to meet the housing needs of all households, and;
> Development that is respectful to neighbourhood character.
Any applications for development or subdivision within the development
area will need to address the provisions of the R1Z.
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LOCAL
PROVISION

2.6.2

SCHEDULE 12 TO THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN OVERLAY

> To implement the State Planning Policy Framework and the Local
Planning Policy Framework, including the Municipal Strategic Statement
and local planning policies.

EPPING NORTH DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Requirement before a permit is granted
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> To give effect to the environmental outcome specified in the schedule
to this zone.
> To conserve and permanently maintain flora and fauna species, soil
and water quality and areas of historic, archaeological and scientific
interest and areas of natural scenic beauty or importance so that
the viability of natural eco–systems and the natural and historic
environment is enhanced.
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Clause 36.02 Environmental Rural Zone (ERZ)
The areas zoned Environmental Rural are limited in development
opportunity. The purpose of this zone is to:

������������������������������������DPO12

1.0

2

> To encourage development and the use of the land which is in
accordance with sound management and land capability practices,
and which takes into account the environmental sensitivity and the
bio–diversity of the locality.
> To ensure that subdivision promotes effective land management
practices and infrastructure provision.
The schedule attached to the ERZ zone then denotes the specific objective
of the zone for this area is for:
> Protection and enhancement of the flora and fauna values of the
Epping North core conservation area.
2.7

Overlays
Three Planning Scheme Overlays affect the subject land. They are the
Vegetation Protection Overlay (VPO2), Development Plan Overlay (DPO12)
and the Development Contributions Plan Overlay (DCPO1).
The purpose of this report is particularly to satisfy the requirements of
the Development Plan Overlay Schedule 12 and address the broad level
requirements of all zone and overlay controls.
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The Vegetation Protection Overlay seeks to protect areas of significant
vegetation, maintain and enhance habitat corridors for indigenous fauna,
and to recognise areas as locations of special significance, natural
beauty, interest and importance. This schedule specifically builds on the
significance of remnant River Red Gums, Yellow Gums as well as native
grassland species.
It is intended that this will ensure the preservation and maintenance of
significant vegetation and the character of the area, maintenance of soil
qualities and minimise the impacts of erosion and preserve habitats for
fauna. No permit is required to remove, destroy or lop vegetation, which is
not native vegetation. The City of Whittlesea Planning Scheme recognises
native vegetation as including plants that are indigenous to Victoria,
including trees, shrubs, herbs and grasses.
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Site Description
The ENLSP requires that development of residential neighbourhoods take
into account the characteristics of Epping North. These include:
> Red Gum Grassy Woodlands
> Stony Knolls
> Watercourses
> Stone Walls
> Views to CBD and Hills
The appropriate recognition of these characteristics and other attributes
specific to the subject land, as detailed below, will enable an appropriate
design response and the progressive establishment of a positive sense of
place for the Epping North estate.
The site is located at 75 Epping Road and 100 O’Herns Road, Epping
North and comprises approximately 140 hectares of land. Figure 5
provides a site analysis of the land.
Key aspect of the site include:

Figure 5 – Site Analysis Plan

> The land generally slopes from north to south with small stony knolls
in a few scattered locations across the site. The site comprises two
titles comprising approximately 100 hectares and 40 hectares each.
The larger title has been utilised in recent years as a timber drying
facility (Porta Timber mouldings). A number of buildings remain on
site as a result of this operation. These will be removed as part of the
development. Much of this “Porta” title was not directly utitilised for
the timber drying operation and therefore has had the opportunity to
be retained relatively unscathed from the riggers of constant intensive
grazing as surrounding properties. This has led to the retention
of a relatively large number of river red gum trees across the site,
particularly in the north west, where stony rises have limited grazing by
cattle or machinery.
> Access to the site is via Epping Road, approximately 700 metres north
of O’Herns road.
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> The site contains a transmission easement that traverses the south of
the site, from east to west extending across the two parcels of land.
The easement is located 450 metres north of O’Herns Road and is 110
metres wide and encompasses an area of approximately 17.7 hectares.
No development will be permitted within this easement.
> This site has had some tree planting undertaken in recent years along
Epping Road, between O’Herns Road and the entry gate of the timber
facility, as well as a short section of the northern side of the Powerline
easement.
> A smaller stony rise exists to the south of the site, traversing the title
boundary between the sites owned by AVJennings. To the west of this
is a cluster of former rural buildings that have been identified as having
heritage significance to the area. Likewise remnants of farm buildings
and equipment have been identified to the east of this southern stony
rise. This set of remnants, whilst significant can be viewed as less
valuable due to their existing degraded state.
> Two depressions or natural drainage flows cross the site from north to
south toward O’Herns Road, providing the opportunity for integrating
Water Sensitive Urban design and establishing open space and
potential habitat corridors.
> A small section of land at the south east corner of the site, at the
intersection of O’Herns Road and Epping Road is occupied by the
CFA.
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Surrounding Area
The Regional Context Plan shown as Figure 3 identifies surrounding
development to the site. Land to the south is zoned industrial and
open space with a mix of uses abutting O’Herns Road. This includes a
Cemetery and recreation reserve with two ovals. West of these uses is the
Casa D’Abruzzo Club. This club has recently been extended and appears
to be well patronised. Hence, whilst the land is zoned Industrial 1 it is
assumed that this use will remain for an indefinite period. Further west, the
land south of O’Herns Road remains generally undeveloped industrial land
with the exception of a small self storage facility.
O’Herns Road itself is a small rural standard sealed road with remnant
native vegetation scattered along the road reserve. Whilst currently a
single lane road, has the provision within the ENLSP to become a six lane
divided road to service the F2 Freeway to the west.
Land east of Epping Road is zoned Residential and either developed
for residential purposes or currently under development as part of the
Harvest Home Local Structure Plan. This estate area is currently under
construction with the entry road to Epping Road open.
Epping Road itself is currently a two lane sealed road with gravel
shoulders. The ENLSP envisages that this road will ultimately be a four
land divided road.
Land to the north of the Porta property is owned by the City of Whittlesea
and used by the Epping Soccer Stadium and the Epping RSL. Land north
of the western part of the site remains rural grazing land, however it is
zoned residential 1. It is understood that development planning for this
land is currently being undertaken by the relevant land owners.

Figure 3 - Regional Context Plan

Land to the west is in several ownerships, with the majority holding by
VicUrban for the Aurora Estate. The first stage of this estate abuts the
north west boundary of the subject site. Construction of the first stage
of this area has commenced with recent earthworks fronting onto Harvest
Home Road.
Further to the south–east is Epping Plaza which is a Principal Activity
Centre. The Epping Plaza is on Cooper St. approximately 1.7km from the
south edge of the AVJennings land.
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Views
Long distant views to the city skyline (south), Quarry Hills and the Plenty
Ranges are afforded from several highpoints within the sites boundaries.
The remnant River Red Gums trees provide the opportunity to create
important localised views within the development.

3.4

Physical Services and Infrastructure
Melbourne Water is the responsible authority of the main drainage facilities
on the site.
The land discharges into two separate Melbourne Water Drainage Scheme
areas. The western section of the site drains to the Edgars Creek Drainage
Scheme and the eastern section to the Findon Creek Drainage Scheme.
External catchments are minimal with the only major flow path running
through the gully in the nominated drainage reserve in the south west
corner of the site.

3.5

Water Courses
Natural topography of the land forms water channels that direct overland
flow as shown on the site analysis plan.

3.6

Access Points
Currently there are four (4) access points to the site. The main access
road to the site is via Epping Road, approximately 700 metres north of
O’Herns Road.
Two secondary access roads are located along Epping Road, 420 metres
north of O’herns Road and 200 metres south of the Epping North Soccer
Stadium.
A fourth access point is located along O’Herns Road, and is the driveway
of the existing farm.
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Flora and Fauna
Three flora and fauna reports have been undertaken for the subject site.
Seperate environmental assessment reports have previously been
prepared for each land title parcel of the site. Wildlife Profiles Pty Ltd
completed a report for the land located at 100 O’Herns Road in 1998,
whilst Environmental Resource Management completed a report for the
land located at 75 Epping Road in 2004. In March 2005 a third report was
completed by Ecology Australia for the entire development plan site. Each
of these reports evaluates the likelihood of the presence of significant
species of flora and fauna.
In summary the reports found that the majority of vegetation consists of
improved agriculture pasture.
A large number of mature River Red Gum trees (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)
trees are scattered across the site, with tree density noticeably higher
in the north west corner of the property. The site is relatively flat, with
the exception of several raised basalt stony knolls, occurring particularly
towards the western boundary of the property. These knolls contain
the highest quality remnant vegetation on site, with a mixture of both
introduced and indigenous understorey species present.
A boggy drainage line running north south through the northern portion of
the site also contains serval indigenous Juncus spp and Carex spp. A Blue
Gum Eucalyptus globulus plantation occurs along the transmission line.
The remainder of the site contains a series of paddocks that have been
subjected to pasture improvements and grazing over an extended period
of time. As a result, the structural and floristic diversity of these areas has
been extensively modified across a large portion of the site, thereby greatly
reducing the cover and richness of indigenous species.
One of the most significant forms of wildlife habitat remaining on the
site are the scattered mature River Red Gum trees that provide potential
roosting and nesting opportunities for a range of fauna, including birds
and other arboreal and hollow dependent species.
Additional habitat is provided in the exposed basalt stony knolls. Rock
services, together with life litter and a number of scattered fallen logs
within these areas, (particularly in the north west corner of the site),
provide a potential refuge for several reptiles.
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It is also noted that the Wildlife Profiles Report flora and fauna assessment,
has designated Core Conservation areas which have been excluded from
the developable area within the ENLSP. They are now designated within
the Environmental Rural Zone. Linking these core areas has been identified
as a proposed connecting habitat link or nature corridor designed to
enhance the viability of isolated conservation areas. This habitat corridor
will provide opportunities for habitat restoration, revegetation and fauna
movement, a focus for housing and a supportive and appropriate
environment for a bicycle and/pedestrian path.
Contributions to the nature corridor and the Core Conservation Area
are required across the whole ENLSP area in recognition of its broader
neighbourhood values.
The Development Plan has been considered by Wildlife Profiles Pty. Ltd.,
the original authors of the flora and fauna assessment. Wildlife Profiles Pty.
Ltd. believe that the proposed nature corridor is capable of functioning
as intended in the ENLSP. Wildlife Profiles have further recommended
constricting the pavement and total carriageway width of the east west
Collector Roads where they bisect the nature corridor, to reduce the
potential barrier to fauna movements.
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Archaeology and Cultural Heritage
An assessment and field study of aboriginal and European archaeology on
the site has been undertaken by Terra Culture Australia.
Terra Culture’s report indicated that there were no Aboriginal
archaeological sites located on the 75 O’Herns Road Property. Several
Red Gum trees exhibited scarring, but this was not registered with AAV. At
100 O’Herns Road, three Aboriginal archaeological site were located. Two
of these were isolated on stony rises above a volcanic plain. The third site
was a surface scatter of six stone artefacts, also located on the slopes of
a stony rise. These artefacts consist of flakes and cores of silcrete and
quartz.
A number of historic sites were registered on both properties. These are
described separately below for each property.

3.8.1

75 Epping Road
Farmhouse and Shed Complex
Of most importance archaeologically, are the remains of the Zimmer house
and shed complex. This complex is comprised of bluestone footings set in
a mud mortar, fireplace bases, ceramic and glass scatter, metal artefacts
associated with farm implements, a bluestone well, concrete shed floor,
exotic trees and a bluestone quarry.
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Dry Stone Walls
A series of dry stone walls are present along parts of the eastern, southern
and western boundaries of the current subject land as well as an interior
wall running north/south. The wall on the western boundary forms part of
the registered site H7922–0247. The walls are in poor condition, but with
short sections of the internal wall still complete.
This interior wall runs along the boundary between the two portions of land
that make up current study area and, as such would probably date from
either of the two periods when these portions were separate farms, i.e pre
1863 or post 1907. These walls represent a part of the total landscape
archaeology, enclosing the land and limiting boundaries of the land.
Water Troughs
Also present in the study area and included in the site as a part of the
total landscape archaeology were a series of stock water troughs made by
recycling old boilers.
3.7.2

100 O’Herns Road
The most prominent historical feature on this property is the dry stone wall
that encompasses much of the study area. The wall is built of basalt rocks
originating from the property and defining about 68 percent of the property
boundary. Much of it is still in remarkably good condition. The wall
was listed on the Heritage Victoria site inventory as Site Archaeological
Assessment H7922–0247.
Another example of the art of rock wall building runs in a curve in a
NW–SE direction along a natural bank within and to the south of the
electricity easement. This was listed on the Heritage Victoria site inventory
as Site H7922–0248. These two dry stone walls are related to the farming
practice of the early settlers.
Other Heritage Issue
The complex of farm buildings, two houses and several outbuildings on
the property are of a variety of styles and some have been modified in the
past few years, however the complex still maintains local significance and
is resolved to be included in a Heritage Overlay.
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Aboriginal Archaeology
Three Aboriginal archaeological sites were registered with AVV Heritage
Services Branch as a result of the surveys undertaken (Site No’s
7922–0699–0701). Since the surveys were completed a ‘Consent to
Disturb’ these sites has been issued by the Wurundjeri Tribe Land and
Compensation Cultural Heritage Council Inc. and the artefacts have been
collected in accordance with this Consent. Else where within the survey
areas, it is highly likely that surface scatters are present on the stony rises
overlooking the basalt plains areas. It is likely these stone artefact density
and the poor visibility due to heavy vegetation cover. The decision not to
register the scarred trees on the subject land was taken after a preliminary
inspection during the survey
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Site Contamination
Diomides and Associates (March 2005) have identified that the past
and current activities on the site generally had a low potential to cause
significant ground contamination. However, some areas of environmental
concern have been identified as potentially having localized contamination
in the following areas:
> area of former sheep dip and holding yard;
> old stables used to store supplies of farm chemicals;
> the timber drying area in general and in particular, areas of visual oil
staining at the following areas:
> the base of the two diesel storage tanks;
> the base of the cyclone dust collector;
> the southern end of the stormwater drain which runs adjacent to the
diesel storage tanks;
> the based of a (now empty) disused oil tank.
Also identified are some other areas of potential environmental concern:
> former dam located north of the main timber drying operations which
was filled in the 1960s with unknown material;
> former small stone quarries located on the site which have been filled
in with unknown material;
> miscellaneous piles of fill which have been placed on the site
immediately north of the former sheep dip holding yard.
Each of these areas require further analysis at detailed subdivision design
stage, in accordance with information provided by Diomides & Associates
(March 2005).
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From the site context analysis undertaken, including a review of ecological
and cultural significance of the land the following key issues have been
identified as significant issues that need to be addressed in formulating a
site design response. Sections 5–11 of this report demonstrate how the
Lyndarum Development Plan specifically responds to these issues.
Urban Design Issues:
> A sense of place and focus needs to be provided to the
neighbourhood based on the principles of Melbourne 2030 and the
ENLSP.
> The location and design of the principle road network and a
neighbourhood focus needs to integrate with the already approved
Local Structure Plans and Development Plans for Aurora to the west
and Harvest Home to the east.
> Road patterns, open space and dwelling densities should promote a
walking based community where possible, integrated with a need to
protect significant environmental features of the land.
Environmental Issues:
> There are numerous significant trees of varying quality that need to
be addressed in the detailed design of subdivision, based upon the
agreed tree retention plan for the site.
> Areas identified as Environmental Rural Zone need to be retained
for environmental protection. The overall design of the development
needs to work around and interface to these areas.
> The site provides the opportunity to enhance environmental features
through revegetation of indigenous species, particularly in open space
areas.
Heritage Issues:
> There are various heritage and archaeological features that have
been identified in the site analysis that can assist in creating identity
and sense of place to the community. This includes the Zimmer
Homestead complex and the Wuchatsch homestead ruins which
provide opportunities to incorporate the German settler heritage of the
site into the new community.
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> Dry stone walls provide interest to the landscape and can be
incorporated into landscape design where possible.
Physical Site Issues:
> Drainage across the site generally falls from north to south. Given that
the site is generally flat, opportunities for use of Water Sensitive Urban
Design should be maximised where possible.
> The site is to be bounded to the east by Epping Road, and to the
south by O’Herns Road, both of which will be major arterial roads.
These along with Harvest Home Road to the north will result in little
need to provide significant direct access through the site. A function
collector road system to feed local traffic to this arterial road system
will be necessary.
> The east /west powerline easement provides a significant encumbrance
to the site and a carefully design road network is required to ensure
that north and south remain connected.
> The need to create an identity for each of these units, whilst
connecting them with relevant pedestrian and road links will be the
basis for detailed landscape design.
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Vision
To achieve internal cohesion between land parcels and an integration of
the development area with surrounding land areas, whilst providing for the
long term protection of significant native vegetation within a high quality
urban development.
This Development Plan will provide a basis for considering subdivision
applications that seek to achieve sustainable and attractive residential
developments (refer Figure 6 – Development Plan).

5.2

Principle Elements
The Vision and principles for the Lyndarum Development Plan are derived
from the broader policies of the ENLSP and Melbourne 2030 which seek
to promote the principles of neighbourhood design to create an attractive,
walkable and diverse community. Key principles include the following
elements:
> Design for community safety

Figure 6 - Lyndarum Development Plan

> Design for diversity and choice
> Relate the built environment to community and culture
> Provide quality built form
> Design for accessibility and inclusiveness
> Design for sustainability
Based upon the specific opportunities and constraints identified through
the site analysis the objectives of the ENLSP have been translated and
where necessary modified to create a workable and logical development
plan based on neighbourhood planning principles.
Key features of the Development Plan include:
Residential Lots

Typical Residential Lots
P/A 303379_09 – AVJ EPPING NORTH DEVELOPMENT PLAN

As identified on the Development Plan, the site will be predominantly
developed for residential lots. The proposed lots range in size from
approximately 250m2 to 800m2, creating density and housing type diversity.
There will be opportunities for smaller terrace lot product, primarily
facing open space areas. All proposed lots will provide safe and efficient
accessibility for both vehicles and pedestrian access.
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Community Activity Centre
The proposed Community Activity Centre (CAC) is located along the main
east– west collector road (Lyndarum Drive) and is in proximity to the
proposed entrance of the site. Situated adjacent to the proposed school,
the future Activity Centre and central public open space the CAC will be
within the main activity centre hub of the Development Plan area. The
approximate area of land set aside for this purpose is 3319m2.

Planned Community Activity Centre Site
(shown in purple)

As demonstrated on the Development Plan, access to the CAC will be
both safe and efficient with the site strategically positioned on the main
collector road with connection by pedestrian/bicycle paths. The CAC is to
form the edge of the Neighbourhood Activity Centre (NAC) with frontage
to the Primary School site. The CAC provides combined facilities of the
community centre and kindergarten to service the neighbourhood.
Medium Density Housing
Pockets of medium density housing are included as a feature of this
Development Plan. These ‘pockets’ have been strategically placed within
the development so that they are adjacent to or front public open space
areas, allowing for surveillance and interaction to these areas.

Medium Density Housing / Open Space
(shown in red/green)

The medium density sites of the Development Plan will assist in providing
a range of lot sizes and dwelling types within the site. It is envisaged lot
sizes will range between 200–300m2 to allow for single and two storey
attached dwellings serviced by rear lane vehicle access.
Many of the medium density sites will have rear lane vehicle access
allowing dwellings to have interactive frontage with the street, and assist in
providing a safe and efficient pedestrian/bicycle access way.
Integrated Development
Another key element of the Development Plan are the land parcels
identified for integrated development. These elements of the Development
Plan have been strategically located to abut areas of public open space
and other features of the site where possible (i.e. The ERZ).
Residential lots within these parcels will vary with a mix of medium density
housing product.

Integrated Development Sites
(shown in orange)
P/A 303379_09 – AVJ EPPING NORTH DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Future School Site
The proposed school is to be located along the main east/west collector
road, with frontages onto the neighbourhood park, community activity
centre and the ERZ.
This location and maximum street frontage of the school site, ensures that
the school is visible from the main entrance of the Development Plan area
and allows for excellent access to and from the site.

Primary School Site - 3.5 ha
(shown in yellow)

The school will be situated within close proximity to all key elements of the
development, in particular the ERZ providing an interesting and interactive
learning environment for students.
Open Space
The Development Plan is designed to ensure public open space areas are
scattered throughout the site. The proposed public open spaces vary in
size ranging from Sub-region or District open space down to Local Parks.
All open space areas are designed to have good bicycle and pedestrian
access.
A large proportion of the vegetation being retained is located within public
open space areas, providing the highest form of protection for each
species. In particular a series of parks have been located south of the ERZ
and north of the transmission easement to allow for a habitat corridor to
extend through the site.

Public Open Space/ Pedestrian Links
(shown in green)

A large area of unencumbered public open space is proposed as part
of the development plan. This area will exceed the required 10.33ha in
accordance with the Epping North Local Structure Plan.
Heritage Place
Clearly identified on the Development Plan is the location of the significant
heritage places of Wuchatsch and Zimmer residences. The Heritage
Place at Wuchatsch comprises of bluestone footings set in a mud mortar,
fireplace bases, ceramic and glass scatter, metal artefacts associated with
farm implements, a bluestone well, concrete shed floor, exotic trees and a
bluestone quarry.

Heritage Places - Zimmer Residence and
stone walls (shown in orange)
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The Zimmer residence remains have been identified in an integrated
housing site allowing for future consideration of design around these ruins.
A feature stone wall in the south west portion of the site on the edge of
the transmission easement will be preserved.
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The Development Plan acknowledges the importance of these Heritage
Places and provides an appropriate design outcome by including them
as part of larger integrated development sites that will assist in preserving
them.
Environment Rural Zone (ERZ) – Conservation Area.

Environmental Rural Zone (shown in green)

The ERZ encompasses an area of approximately 14.5 ha and it is
understood that 270 indigenous trees, including 173 large old trees are
located within the area (Ecology Australia, April 2005). The Development
Plan is designed to support the ERZ and ensure that adjoining residential
lots are sensitive to the area. The main east west primary road, as
indicated on the Development Plan, is designed to respect the southern
edge of the ERZ .
Roads abutting the ERZ allow for public interaction and development to
front this bushland setting.
This proposed narrower road reserves at the edge of the ERZ is in
accordance with the Wildlife Profiles Pty. Ltd. recommendation and
ensures minimum impact on the ERZ.

Primary Road Network (shown in black)

Primary Road Network
The Primary Road Network has a strong east/west, north/south axis as
identified on the Development Plan, allowing for efficient access through
the site.
The primary road network provides the main access to the site via Epping
Road and O’Herns Road.
Neighbourhood and Local Street Networks
Local Street Network (shown as black broken lines)

The neighbourhood street network has been designed to establish a strong
grid pattern, allowing for safe vehicle and bicycle/pedestrian movements
along these streets.
It is proposed that these streets will have road reserves ranging between
12.0–16.0metres allowing for footpaths along each side of the road, where
appropriate.
These roads are sensitively designed and allow for the retention of
significant trees within the road reserves.

Shared Path Network along main roads
and open spaces (shown as dotted lines).
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Pedestrian/Cycle Path Route
The Development Plan incorporates an extensive pedestrian/bicycle
path. These paths allow for pedestrian and bicycle access opportunities
throughout the site. In particular the proposed pedestrian/cycle path travels
through the transmission easement providing an alternative route to the
road.
The pedestrian/cycle paths promote a sustainable mode of transportation
within the development area and assist in providing a healthy lifestyle to
future residents.
Refer to Pedestrian/Cycle Path Network Plan
5.3

Land Budget
The development area comprises approximately 142 hectares of land.
The areas of ERZ have been retained in the Development Plan with an
assumption that these parcels of land will be acquired by Council through
the ENLSP development contributions plan.
The areas of open space including the conservation link have been
identified in similar areas as identified in the ENLSP. The total area of
public open space is approximately 10.39ha. The ENLSP requires that
10.33ha of public open space be set aside in this landholding. It is noted
that the conservation link has moved slightly to accommodate more
detailed site planning. A link has been retained between the two ERZ
areas. A linear trail through this area is identified to integrate landscape
improvements with water sensitive urban design.

Site Area
Pedestrian/Cycle Path Network

95 Epping Road

97.73ha

100 O’Herns Road
2 O’Herns Road
TOTAL

44.89ha
0.356ha
142.98ha

TOTAL

Encumbered land
High Voltage Power Transmission Line
Easement
Drainage Reserve
Core Conservation Area (land zoned ERZ)
TOTAL
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13.31ha
795m2
14.10ha
27.49ha
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The table below provides an analysis of the land available for development
Open Space
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

365.6m2
840.0m2
4923.1m2
4317.6m2
831.6m2
2039m2
2337.6m2
5396.3m2
716.3m2

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1930.5m2
4107.3m2
3056.0m2
1009.1m2
5331.7m2
7426.7m2
1831.0m2

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space

17
18
19
20
21
22

2593.9m2
2048.05m2
12832.5m2
7386.78m2
1031.1m2
2360.9m2

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

2094.9m2
9633.1m2
1581.7m2
804.5m2
1373.8m2
6481.0m2
1117.0m2

Open Space 30
Open Space 31
CAC
TOTAL

2727.4m2
490.8m2
3448.0m²
10.46ha
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Road Widening
Lyndarum Estate
CFA Site
TOTAL

2.54ha
0
2.54ha

Net Developable Area

102.15ha

Total Residential
Standard Density
Medium Density
Integrated Development

47.61ha
5.62ha
8.91ha

Aged Care/Retirement Village
TOTAL

2.22ha
64.36ha

Other Land Uses
Neighbourhood Activity Centre
Retail Precinct (not inclusive of
CAC)
Other Commercial Uses
Primary School Land
TOTAL

1.02ha

0.34ha
3.5ha
4.86ha
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Housing Types and Density
It is a requirement both in the State Planning Policy Framework as well as
Council that new residential developments cater to the increasingly diverse
needs of its community.
It is anticipated that the development area will be subdivided and
developed for conventional and medium density urban residential
purposes. Given its location within the Epping North area, Council’s
requirements and the objectives of the SPPF, it is appropriate that the
development incorporates a diversity of lot sizes and dwelling types.
In accordance with the objective of the ENLSP, areas designated for
medium density housing have been provided in and around open space
areas. The detailed road and allotment layout for these areas will be
designed and developed as part of the subdivision phase.
Opportunities for higher density living in close proximity to the NAC and
Primary School should be explored.
In addition to conventional and medium density subdivision, a number of
integrated housing sites have been identified. These range in location and
potential density.

Integration of Primary School/ Open Space and CAC
with the Neighbourhood Activity Centre

In particular areas of integrated housing have been identified where it
may be more appropriate to have managed common property amongst
smaller dwelling sites to provide greater open space retention around
sites of significance. In these instances the density of housing may not
be any greater than the surrounding conventional area, however will have
a larger common area. These characteristics will be designed specifically
to address complex site conditions (e.g. retention of trees, abuttal to main
roads).
In addition, AVJennings recognises the importance of house design,
to ensure that a high quality housing environment outcome. To assist
developers, builders and landowners, ‘Urban Design Guidelines’ will be
prepared to ensure that an appropriate residential character is achieved.
The guidelines will also ensure issues of energy efficiency are considered
in the design process.
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Given the central location of the Neighbourhood Activity Centre Site, it is
planned that the site will comprise of approximately 1ha. It is proposed
that the retail component of the NAC will support the Development Plan
Area, with the potential to provide local services to surrounding residents
outside the Development Plan area, in particular the Harvest Home
catchment.
The NAC is likely to support a variety of shops, however these will be
typically convenience store and cafés, with the ability to integrate with the
Primary school, neighbourhood park and other community facilities.
6.2

Activity Centres
The ENLSP nominates sites in central prominent locations within each of
the Epping North neighbourhoods for retail activity and other commercial
and community activity. The proposed Neighbourhood Activity Centre site
is located in the eastern part of Epping North Development plan adjacent
to Epping Road. The NAC will be central to its neighbourhood as it will
serve the population catchment in the newly developing estates east of
Epping Road. This site position at the entrance of the development plan
area, aligned to the planned intersection on Eppin Road.

Lyndarum Drive east perspective

The ENLSP sets out the following objectives relating to the activity centre:
> To meet convenience retail needs within the LSP area.
> To create a community focus by co–locating commercial facilities with
schools, open space areas and community facilities.
> To avoid retail and commercial uses from becoming established along
the Epping Road frontage.
> To support the Epping town centre.
> To provide for local employment opportunities to complement the
Cooper Street Employment area to the south.
6.2.1

Neighbourhood Activity Centre
The proposed Neighbourhood Activity Centre (NAC) is strategically located
along the east west collector road, at the corner of Epping Road, providing
a gateway entry into the development.

Lyndarum Drive looking west from Epping Road
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In order to properly facilitate a Neighbourhood Activity Centre, a rezoning
request for this portion of Lyndarum Drive will be sought. This is to occur
early in the development process.
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Whilst the NAC is located on Epping Road, it has an internal “main street”
focus and has been primarily designed to serve the needs of the future
residents of the Epping North Development Plan Area. It is not planned
for the retail to spread along Epping Road. It is anticipated that given the
NAC’s close proximity the Harvest Home Development, residents of this
estate will also utilise this Activity Centre on a local basis.
In order to service this neighbourhood it is anticipated the centre will
provide a Ground Level Floor Area in the vicinity of 3500-4000m2.
Access to the NAC will be both safe and efficient with direct access
provided by both main collector roads, local and neighbourhood streets,
and, bicycle/pedestrian paths.
On and off street car parking will be provided within the NAC to
allow residents to park within close proximity to all facilities with the
Neighbourhood Activity Centre.
Bus stops (for both directions) are located in the heart of the Activity
Centre to allow for a safe public transport connections to Epping Road
and beyond.
It is proposed that the NAC will be designed as a mixed use main street
centre integrating retail, commercial, community centre and primary school
into a local community meeting place and focal point.
6.2.2

Community Activity Centre
The Community Activity Centre (CAC) is integrated into the NAC to provide
a transition between core retail uses and the planned primary school
and open spaces. It is located within the Development Plan to maximise
catchment and provide a central focus to the site’s community thereby
fostering a sense of place. The CAC has been relocated from the west
portion of the AVJennings land holding in the ENLSP to the north east,
acknowledging the need to co-locate with the Neighbourhood Activity
Centre and to offset a 400m buffer from the transmission easement. The
CAC has the potential to include the following facilities.

Community Activity Centre

> a maternal/child health centre
> community service centre
> child care/kindergarten
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The primary design directive of the Epping North Development Plan
has been to combine the principles of grid based urban design with
consideration given to local site conditions, in particular the range of
remnant trees and stony knolls on the site. The open space and road
layout has been directed by the need to work around and with the
significant natural features of the land and fulfil the requirements of the
Epping North Local Structure Plan.
Key features of the landscape and open space network include:
> Use of local roads to front onto open space wherever possible to
provide public surveillance and proper address to these spaces.
> Creation of an extensive linear path system for pedestrians and
cyclists. This includes links through and within the site to link to the
school and adjoining Primary School, along the powerline easement,
around and where appropriate through the ERZ areas.
> Guidance on the treatment of specific neighbourhood and landscape
forms including interfaces with major roads, the powerline easement
and areas of environmental significance.
> Incorporation of other heritage features where feasible and possible
into public space areas or integrated development site.
> Protection of the ERZ area from public use
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Hierarchy of Open Space
The treatment of landscape spaces will be consistent with the
expectations of council, and provide key marketing and imaging
opportunities for the estate. Although a framework is presented as part
of this development plan application, flexibility is required for ongoing
development of individual landscape design outcomes.
The open space hierarchy is dived into four distinct categories.

7.1.1

Sub–regional or District Open Spaces – Environmental Rural Zone
> Retention and conservation of significant environmental and landscape
elements including indigenous species, Eucalyptus camaldulensis
(River Red Gums), stony rises and historic rock walls.
> This category of open space will be predominantly a natural system.
> Interface issues between adjacent residential development and these
spaces will require careful consideration.
> These areas will generally be domestic animal exclusion zones.
> Opportunities exist for interpretation of and education about local
natural processes. The simplest form may be through the use of
interpretive signage.
> Fencing of these areas may be required.
> Provide for shared path links for pedestrians and cyclists.
> Provide opportunities for passive recreation in key nodal locations and
areas of lower sensitivity.
> Control pedestrian access through the broader areas of the reserve by
use of defined paths.
Sub-Category
Drainage reserves would also fall into this category based on their size,
anticipated landscape treatment and opportunities to provide connections
through the estate.
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Neighbourhood Parks
Larger scale open spaces that will generally serve each of the
neighbourhoods identified in this Development Plan. Key principles of
Neighbourhood Parks include:
> Retain and protect healthy Eucalyptus camaldulensis (River Red Gums)
not identified and agreed for removal.
> Provide a sense of address for surrounding residential development.
> Provide opportunities for unstructured active recreation and passive
recreation.
> May connect into the broader landscape network either as a
destination or transition point along part of the path / trail system.
> Provide amenity for residents through the provision of playground
structures and picnic facilities.
> Enhance the environmental character through the reintroduction of
structured indigenous plantings that will compliment the intended use
of the open space.
> Where appropriate introduce WSUD elements into the landscape
design outcome.

7.1.3

Local Parks
Smaller scale open spaces that will generally serve local residential
groupings, often associated with clusters of higher density residential or
integrated housing.
> Retain and protect healthy Eucalyptus camaldulensis (River Red Gums)
not identified and agreed for removal.
> Seek to protect smaller areas of significant environmental value. I.e.
Stony rises
> Provide a sense of address for immediate residential development.
> Provide opportunities for low key unstructured active recreation and
passive recreation.
> Provide amenity for local residents through the provision of seating and
shade structures.
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7

Electrical Transmission Reserve
The large reserve across the subject site provides significant opportunity
for landscape habitat creation (low level vegetation) and assist in
connection of habitat areas.
> Provide necessary setbacks from surrounding residential areas.
> Where the reserve has been extended to make edges more organic,
introduce significant tree planting to remove linearity and scale of
transmission towers.
> Provide for shared path links for pedestrians and cyclists.
> Create visual interest and break up the linearity of the reserve through
locating key medium and low level planting.
> Utilise the space where appropriate for wetlands in association with the
WSUD response for the project site.

7.1.5

Treatment of Electricity Easement
The land under this overhead easement is required to be generally cleared
of trees and vegetative growth to minimise the risk of bush fires and allow
the service authority complete access to the transmission lines. As such,
only a walking trail and bike path will be provided through this area.

7.2

Water Sensitive Urban Design
Water sensitive urban design incorporates water supply, wastewater,
stormwater and watercourses as a resource and asset into the urban
built form and landscapes. Presently AVJennings are investigating WSUD
options for implementing stormwater and drainage systems into the
development, which could achieve the following objectives:
> Protection of environmental values of the site and the receiving waters.
> Reduce potable water demand by utilising water efficient appliances,
harvesting rainwater and reuse of grey water;
> Treating stormwater runoff to satisfy water quality objectives;
> Minimise impact of urbanisation on downstream properties by
managing stormwater runoff volume and peak flow rate increases;
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> Provide a multi function stormwater system that provides efficient flow
conveyance to protect properties from flooding, retains environmental
values, supports wildlife, and enhances the amenity and passive
recreational opportunities of the development.
The main elements of WSUD system include
> Investigate rain water harvesting on individual lots to encourage on site
water collection in rain water tanks for reuse.
> A retarding basin in the eastern catchment as part of the Findon’s
Creek Drainage Scheme.
> Collection of stormwater street run-off in swales (in medians of
collector streets) and other key collection points (wetlands/ recharge
zones). Swales will be selectively incorporated into street layout and
designed at all street hierarchy levels.
> Ground water re-charge for protection and improve viability of existing
River Red Gum community.
> Incorporation of rain gardens as local collection points within the
WSUD system. Rain Gardens may be naturalistic or highly structured
built landscapes.
> Water quality wetlands sites located on key drainage lines.
> A permanent “clear water” ornamental lake on the southern entry to the
development near O’Herns Road
7.3

Open Space Areas
The proposed development provides a substantial allocation of open
space areas for habitat protection and community amenity. This includes
the preservation of the existing vegetation stands, particularly the River
Red gums, and a scattered network of smaller public open space areas.
The area within the transmission easement also represents a significant
opportunity.
An existing drainage corridor is located in the south western catchment
of the site. A drainage pipe solution corridor is proposed south of the
transmission easement for the conveyance of flows from the remainder of
the site to O’Herns Road. This is currently just a natural depression rather
than a definitive channel. This area will be landscaped as part of the open
space network and incorporate stormwater control features and will form
an integral part of the footpath and cycleway network through the site.
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FLORA AND FAUNA
8.1

8

Flora and Fauna Assessment
In March 2005, a Fauna Habitat Assessment was undertaken by Ecology
Australia for the entire site. This assessment reviewed the previously
prepared ecological reports and assessed the fauna habitat values for
trees under consideration for removal in accordance with this Development
Plan.
In this report, a total of 346 native/indigenous trees (or grouped plantings)
were assessed for their habitat value to fauna according to the following
attributes:
> Amount of decorticating bark,
> Number and size of tree hollows,
> Food resources available i.e. nectar, sap, pollen,
> Category of tree species i.e. native, indigenous or exotic
> Degree of connectivity to neighbouring habitat,
> Nesting substrate potential,
> Maturity (based on diameter breast height)
A maximum score of 18 was attainable according to the scoring system.
The overall scores were then ranked broadly according to the following
categories:
> 0 – 9 (Low habitat value)
> 10 – 13 (Moderate habitat value)
> 14 – 18 (High habitat value)
As a result of this Fauna Habitat Assessment the following
recommendations were made:
> Trees identified as holding high habitat values for fauna should be
retained, those of moderate value should be retained if possible, those
with low fauna values are able to be removed.
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> It is also important to retain clumps of trees, rather than allowing trees
to be further isolated in the landscapes by removal of surrounding
trees. This should be used to ensure that areas of connectivity are
optimized and maintained between trees. Connection between the two
separate ERZ sections on the study be established if possible.
> Stony knolls should be preserved without modification to their structure.
These form important habitat for reptile and mammal species. They
are under threat from development in general in this region and impact
upon these areas should be avoided.
> Stone fences should, where possible, be retained in situ. These walls
form what is referred to as replacement habitat, when the stones
that would have been found throughout the grasslands were used to
construct stones fences. If these fences are to be destroyed, then the
stones should be retained and used to construct suitable habitat for
reptiles in the form of rock piles within the ERZ areas.
> Removal of the existing water bodies should be avoided as these
provide habitat for local faun species.
> Preparation of an Environmental Management Plan which would
address:

Source: Terra Culture 2004

> Prior to the commencement of any works associated with Stage
2 of the subdivision a Conservation Management Plan will be
prepared for the Core Conservation Area and associated habitat
link (nature corridor) identified in the Development Plan pertaining
to the land. The Plan will have regard to the management
recommendations associated with previous environmental
assessments and reports and the objectives of the Epping North
Local Structure Plan. The Plan will provide for the early securing
and fencing of the land from subdivision construction activity,
protection of all areas proposed for conservation rehabilitation,
revegetation and landscaping, weed control, ongoing maintenance
and timing of staging of all works. The plan will set out a program
to educate and inform residents relating to indigenous landscaping
and responsible domestic pet ownership for adjacent private
allotments.
> Prior to the commencement of any works associated with stage 2
of the subdivision a kangaroo removal and relocation plan must be
prepared by a suitably qualified zoologist.
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Net Gain
This Development Plan proposes to minimise tree removal of the site. It
is envisaged the proposal will retain 70 percent of the existing significant
trees. The majority of trees to be removed have a Fauna Habitat Value of at
least ‘moderate’, as identified within the Ecology Australia, ‘Fauna Habitat
Assessment’ (May 2005).
It is proposed that in total 152 out of the 204 indigenous eucalypts are to
be retained. The indigenous eucalypts to be remove comprise of large old
trees, medium old trees and small old trees.
As outlined in the Ecology Australia ‘Fauna Habitat Assessment’ the
requisite protection of trees can be achieved on site using a combination
of the old trees within the Environmental Rural Zone (ERZ) of the site, and
protection of old trees in the Development Plan area (Please refer to the
two tables below). This allows for the protection of 176 large old trees
(exceeding the 140 required according to the Framework guidelines for
offsets). Avoidance of tree removal where possible, along with proposed
tree protection and recruitment as presented below, demonstrates the
satisfaction of Net Gain as set out in the Framework.
All trees to be retained within the Development Plan area will be situated
within open space areas and road reserves, ensuring that the development
plan fully recognising the significance of the retaining trees, Council’s river
redgum policies and the regional importance of ensuring the development
plan area remains a highly vegetated site.
Tree Size

Number to be

Multipler for

Number of

Multiplier for

Category

removed

protection

trees of same

reqruitment

offsets

size category

offsets

requiring

Number
of trees
(or other
plants) to be
recruited

protection
Large

35

x4

140

x 20

700

Medium

9

x2

18

x 10

90

Summary of tree loss calculations

Tree size category

Number in ERZ

Number retained in

TOTAL RETAINED

Development Plan area

and protected

Large

66

110

176

Medium

108

22

130

49

Summary of available offset trees
SOURCE: Ecology Australia, 2005, Fauna Habitat Assessment, pp 4
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9.1

9

Objectives
Both State and local planning frameworks seek to conserve and protect
places of cultural value from inappropriate development including:
> Places of Aboriginal cultural heritage significance, including historical
and archaeological sites.
> Sites associated with the European discovery, exploration and
settlement of Victoria.
A survey for Aboriginal artefacts has been undertaken as a component
of the planning phase for development particularly in known areas of
sensitivity.
The Terra Culture Study recommends that:
1) Any works that disturb the ground surface of the stony rises should be
monitored by a suitably qualified archaeologist and a representative of the
Wurundjeri. If any archaeological material is located during these works
it may be necessary for work in that area to cease while the material is
assessed and recorded by the archaeologist. It will be necessary to apply
to the Wurundjeri Tribe Land Compensation & Cultural Heritage Council
Incorporated for a Consent to Disturb the site.
2) Prior to the removal of any mature red gum trees, these trees
should be further reassessed for cultural scarring by a suitably qualified
archaeologist experienced in Aboriginal archaeology, and a representative
of the Wurundjeri. The results of this exercise could be reported separately
or added as an addendum to the Development Plan.
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The report identifies several options in dealing with the farmhouse
component of the Zimmer Farm Complex, including:
1) Its incorporation into open space in a manner which would see its
archaeological component conserved. This will require conservation
works including the covering of the site with “Geo–Tech” or other suitable
material and then a suitable filling.
2) The excavation of the site to recover and interpret the archaeological
material. This excavation will require the systematic removal and recording
of the site’s archaeological deposits and structural features. This
excavation and the subsequent analysis, cataloguing and conservation of
recovered artefacts will have to be conducted according to HV’s minimal
requirements and any conditions placed on any HV permit to excavate the
site.
3) In the event that any development will disturb or destroy any of
the registered historic features (the two dry stone walls (H7922–0247
and H7922–0248) and the “Zimmer Farm Complex” (H7922–0288)),
consent must be sought from Heritage Victoria. Heritage Victoria may
request additional historical and archaeological investigation, including
documentary research, excavation and detailed field recording.
These recommendations have been taken into consideration in the
preparation of the Development Plan. In particular the Zimmer residence
will be interpreted as part of an integrated development site, whilst the
Wuchatsch Farm Building, will be utilized within the proposed Aged Care/
Retirement Living precinct.
9.2

Aboriginal Archaeological Sites
Applications for subdivision and development must be referred to
Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (AAV) for comment.
With this referral, AAV are able to advise whether any land development
proposal is likely to impact on Aboriginal Heritage values.
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If such risk exists, it is likely that AAV will recommend the involvement of a
qualified heritage consultant (at cost to the proponent of the development),
to assess the situation and advise on appropriate management measures.
It is normal practice for one or more representatives of the relevant local
Aboriginal community to participate in such surveys, in order to assist the
consultant archaeologist in making a valid assessment of any Aboriginal
sites which may be found.
9.3

Non–Aboriginal Archaeological Sites
The City of Whittlesea Heritage Study lists the following heritage features
as being located within the LSP area:
> Wuchatsch farm buildings, quarry and outbuildings – 100 O’Herns
Road and south of the transmission easement.
> Drystone wall at the Porta property.
> House and tank along Harvest Home Road.
> Zimmer farmhouse ruins – 75 Epping Road.
The most significant remaining feature of European heritage are the rock
walls which are located along property and paddock boundaries. These
walls are a feature of the western parts of the municipality and the basalt
plains generally reflect histories farming practices.
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10.1
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Road Network/Access
The road network will consist of the following:
> Arterial roads – Epping Road, Edgars Road, Harvest Home Road and
O’Herns Road.
> Collector Roads – main north south road and east west
> Local Roads – providing local access and connecting to the Collector
Road network.
The development plan shows a grid based connective internal road
network designed in consideration of the north south aligned continuous
nature corridor/habitat link bisecting the site.

generally to the south and west to existing and future employment and
shopping attractors.
An allowance for traffic generated by proposed subdivisions to the north, east
and west has been made.
Figure 2 has been produced to illustrate the projected daily traffic volumes for
the primary roads throughout the subdivision, based on the aforementioned
assumptions.

Figure 7- Road
Hierarchy Plan
It is also projected that all streets defined as access streets within the road

hierarchy plan will have daily traffic volumes of less than 2,000 vehicles,
commensurate with the requirements of Clause 56 of the Whittlesea planning
Scheme.

The internal road network is generally aligned east–west, with north–south
connections.
Connections to the north are limited by the Epping Soccer Stadium and
habitat link, however connections are proposed within the subject land
towards the western boundary.
An indicative road hierarchy has been developed and is provided as Figure 7
to illustrate the higher road order streets and their connections to other residential land and the main road network.
The proposed Lyndarum Development Plan road network has been
designed in accordance with the principles and objectives outlined within
the Epping North Local Structure Plan.
The projected traffic volumes indicate that the majority of traffic will travel along
the north-south and east-west collector roads. In particular it is projected that
average maximum number of trips per day of 5400 will be made along the
north- south collector road, The east west collector road will carry an average
of 5850 trips per day, 4700 exiting via the proposed Neighbourhood Activity
Centre to Epping Road (Refer to Figure 8 - Traffic Volumes).
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Figure 8- Traffic Volumes
Figure 2:

Projected Daily Two Way Traffic Volumes
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Road Network Design
The approach to road design within this development aims to create a
positive urban character. In this context, the detailed road design will
incorporate:
> Traditional pavement widths with provision for on street car parking.
> Nature strips which incorporate provision for street tree planting.
> Traditional kerb design and other kerb and nature strip designs,
incorporated as part of a water sensitive urban design initiative.
> Footpaths on both sides of all streets.
> Local environmental and cultural features within verges and median
strips where appropriate.
> Figure 9– Road Cross Sections; provides a detailed Indicative
treatments for road design in local streets and addresses the various
site conditions, including main road interfaces, retention of trees and
other landscape features.
> Utilise the transmission easement for roads to maximise opportunity for
frontage of lots to this open space.

Figure 9 - Road Cross Sections
10.3

Public Transport
There is currently no direct public transport to the area, however there is
a rail service and numerous bus routes that operate in the existing Epping
area.
For the wider Epping North area, including the Cooper Street employment
precinct, the Local Structure Plan highlights the importance of providing
public transport connections towards the inner north and CBD for
employment, education, shopping and recreational purposes.
Within the subject land, it is expected that a bus service will be able to
easily access this area, and provide a public transport service to future
residents. Provision for bus bays will be made in detailed collector road
design in conjunction with service providers. There is provision for a
transport corridor to the Epping North growth area.
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The proposed bus routes for the development has been identified. This
bus route ensures that the entire development is well serviced by public
transport and safe and efficient connections to Epping Road, O’Herns
Road, Epping Plaza and the Epping North Area. It will also ensure that
a bus stop is located within 400m of all proposed lots. Please refer to
Figure 10- Proposed Bus Route
10.4
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The provision for bicycle and pedestrian linkages are an integral part of the
proposed road and subdivision layout.
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Bicycle routes for commuter cyclists will be more direct and provided to
key activity locations such as the Cooper Street employment area, Epping
Plaza and the South Morang Activity Centre, and to the Epping and
ultimately Epping North train stations.
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Figure 10- Proposed Bus Route

Bicycle routes for commuter cyclists should have been designed to:

POTENTIAL BUS ROUTES AND BUS STOPS
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Linkages
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PD DP-03
DRAWN

CP

CHECKED

AP

> Be as direct as possible.
> Have numerous access points to allow for easy access to the path/
route.
> Have adequate directional signage along the route.
> Be safe and visible with appropriate landscaping.
> Be designed for higher speeds – avoiding sharp curves and areas of
poor site distance.

REVISION

04
APPROVED

> Be designed to optimise personal safety of cyclists.
Paths for recreational cyclists:
> Offer an attractive and enjoyable ride.
> Have generally flat gradients.
> Have few road crossings.
> Be readily accessible.
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> Have destinations such as open space and facilities e.g. toilets, taps,
seats along the route.
> Have adequate directional signage along the route.
> Be safe and visible with appropriate landscaping.
The planned paths allow for a safe, convenient and legible network of on
street and off street paths for pedestrian and cyclists to points of attraction
within and beyond the subject land.
It is expected that the provision of footpaths will be required on both sides
of key pedestrian links, which are likely to include collector roads, higher
order access streets and roads adjacent the school, community activity
centre and retail node. The provision of footpaths on both sides of minor
street may not be warranted. A detailed design of footpath provision will
be established at subdivision stage when it becomes clearer what street
profiles are selected for particular streets.
Included in this Development Plan is a proposed Pedestrian/Cycle Path
Network. Please refer to Figure 11- Proposed Pedestrian Bicycle Path.
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Figure 11 - Pedestrian/Bicycle Path Network
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PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
11.1

11

Sewer
Yarra Valley Water is the Responsible Authority for provision of sewerage
facilities to this site.
AVJennings is a member of a consortium of developer which has an
agreement with YVW for the provision of both sewerage and water supply
facilities to the area.
In the first instance, YVW has agreed that each developer may service its
first 150 lots by eduction from internal reticulation sewers.
A total of 1000 lots (of which the Epping North Development is allocated
400 lots) can be serviced by the construction of the 825mm diameter
O’Herns Road Branch Sewer. YVW advise that concurrent with this work,
the VicUrban Aurora development will construct the Aurora sewer pump
station at Cotters Road and the Aurora treatment plant. VicUrban has
made commitments to YVW that the construction of both these facilities
will be completed by October 2005.

11.2

Water
Yarra Valley Water is the Responsible Authority for provision of water
supply to the site.
The first 400 lots of the Lyndarum Development can be serviced from the
recently constructed 300mm diameter main in Epping Road.
In the longer term, Yarra Valley Water has committed to extend a large
supply main from the east along the electricity easement to service the
Aurora development and the surrounding land, including the Epping North
Development site. These works will be funded by the VicUrban Aurora
development and are due to be completed in December 2005.

11.3

Electricity
TXU are the relevant authority for electrical infrastructure within the site.
They have advised that electrical facilities can be supplied in accordance
with the standard conditions.
Adequate supply can be made available from the existing overhead assets
in O’Herns and Epping Road.
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The site is traversed in an east–west direction by a large high voltage
overhead transmission line which is owned and operated by S.P.I
Powernet.
11.4

Telecommunications
Telstra is the relevant Authority for provision of telecommunication facilities
to the site. Service will be provided in accordance with Telstra’s standard
residential development conditions and will be reticulated underground
throughout the development by extension of existing assets located within
the surrounding road network.

11.5

Optic Communication Networks
AVJennings will install additional communication cable conduits in a
common trench with Telstra services to allow for the installation of
broadband and pay TV network services when they become available.
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SITE CONTAMINATION

12

An assessment of ground conditions has been prepared by Diomedes and
Associates. This assessment identifies that the following protocol will be
adopted to ensure all site contamination issues are addressed.

11

It is appropriate these specific requirements be part of a Site
Contamination Plan required as a permit condition at subdivision stages.
The strategy includes the following tasks:
> Assist in the selection and supervision of contractors to carry out
demolition and disposal of all site buildings, asbestos and pavements
to EPA authorized disposal sites;
> Design and carry out a targeted site contamination assessment to
provide sufficient data about the potential exten of contamination within
the areas of environmental concern present within the relevant stage
area, and prepare a formal report documenting the nature and extent
of contamination including site clean up plans;
> For the relevant stage area, select, engage, supervise and pay
experienced contractors to carry out removal and appropriate disposal
of the two 1200 litre capacity above ground diesel tanks (ASTS)
located within the Porta property, plus excavation and clean up of the
area beneath and in the vicinity of the existing tanks thereby enabling
our company to conduct sampling and chemical analyses of resultant
spoil stockpile and residual soils to validate clean up of this location;
> Prepare a suitable site contaminant management plan based on
the results of the targeted site contamination assessment, including
measures such as separate stockpiling of various types of excavated
soil, and other relevant measures;
> Select, engage, supervise and pay experienced contractors to carry
out excavation, transport and disposal of contaminated soil to EPA
authorized disposal sites in accordance with site clean up plans,
including any contaminated soil from ASTs stockpile;
> Design and implement adequate sampling of the site to validate site
clean up;
> Assess and approve the quality of any clean fill to be imported on the
site, and engage, supervise and pay contractors to supply, place and
track roll the clean fill to replace contaminated soil; and,
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> Prepare a formal validation report for each stage area, documenting
the conduct of site clean up, validation results following the site
clean up, and confirming the suitability of the relevant stage area for
residential development.

11

The site contamination assessment and site clean up works to be carried
out by Diomides and Associates will be conducted having regard to the
ANZECC (Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation
Council) and NHMRC (National Health and Medical Research Council),
1992 “Guidelines for the Assessment and Management of Contaminated
Sites”, plus the Australian Standard – Guide to the sampling and
investigation of potentially contaminated soil, AS 4482.1 -1997.
During the re-excavation and clean up of the existing ASTs location,
Diomides and Associates will monitor soil contamination caused by volatile
petroleum hydrocarbons, using a portable photoionization detector (PID) to
determine the extent of any further clean up necessary in each area.
Excavation of any hydrocarbon contaminated soil will continue until the
PID measurements and field evaluations indicate satisfactory clean up. Soil
sampling an analysis of stockpiles will be carried out to ensure compliance
with soil criteria for residential sites. In all areas soil remaining during and
after completion of site clean up works would need to be sampled and
laboratory analysed to verify that residual contaminant concentrations are
satisfactory for residential use of the relevant stage area.
It is recommended that the targeted site contamination assessment for the
relevant stage area, plus the clean up and validation of the former ASTs
area within that stage will be done concurrently. This is suitably at permit
stage for subdivision.
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The Developer Contributions Overlay Schedule 1 affects the subject site,
therefore Developer Contributions for the development fall under the tables
provided below outlined in the Whittlesea Planning Scheme.
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The development will be commenced in the North East from the Epping
Road frontage.
A variety of lots and dwelling types are planned in the early stages to
ensure a strong initial market acceptance and ongoing provision of
dwellings to a variety of households.
The staging will provide an efficient sequence of development in light of
the level of urban utilities and augmentation forecasts by the authorities.
Figure 12 outlines the overall stages of development. This plan will be
subject to further refinement as the development progresses.
Figure 13 outlines the first three stages of development.

Figure 12 – Overall Staging Plan
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Figure 13 - ‘Lyndarum Estate’ - Stage 1-3
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This Development Plan proposes a framework for the future subdivision of
the “Lyndarum Estate Development” by AVJennings and will importantly
provide a local interpretation of the wide concept and structure plans
prepared previously for this site. These interpretations provide a high
level of amenity to new residents and will create a vibrant and liveable
residential environment.
Future subdivision plans prepared for this development area will need to
show compliance with this Development Plan and the provisions of the
Whittlesea Planning Scheme.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE LYNDARUM DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Addendum 1: Approved 1 September 2009
·
·

Removal of the aged care/retirement living accommodation designation and its replacement with standard residential
development; and
Removal of the north-western childcare site designation and its replacement with standard residential development.

Addendum 2: Approved 10 November 2009
·

Removal of the north-west local activity centre designation and its replacement with standard residential development.

Addendum 3: Approved 31 May 2011
·
·

Removal of reference to floor space figures for south-west local activity centre; and
Addition of reference to commercial facilities for the south-west local activity centre.

